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Motivation & Aims
There exists many multiobjective benchmark functions for
which we observe an uneven
speed of convergence to the
extremes of each objective. The
right figures illustrate the imbalance on the ZDT1 problem
and the impact of increasing
the number of decision variables in the problem. Our motivation was to quantify this
difference and to discern the
usefulness of the information
provided in terms of informing
on problem difficulty. We extend a landscape analysis
measure, Fitness Distance Correlation (FDC) to a multi-objective setting using our evolutionary path length (EPL) as the distance component. The resultant EPLC measurement gives some insights into the
relative difficulty of objectives in a problem but further work is required to determine the possibility to inform algorithm and operator
selection.

bles only impacts the path length for the f1 objective, which the EPL for
f2 is relatively stable. We also see that for DTLZ suite for example, similar path length for both objectives that increase similarly as the decision variables increase. For ZDT1, we notice that the f2 objective’s median PL increases more than f1 as the decision variables increase. We
also give EPL results when using the MOEA/D algorithm and observe,
intuitively that a different algorithm achieves different EPL for the
examined problems objectives.

Methodology
We propose a methodology for tracking the evolutionary history of the
extreme Pareto Front solutions in
each objective. We find the parents of
the extreme solutions in the previous
generation, choose the one with most
similar decision variables and find
the parents of this solution. We continue until an initial solution is found.
This is the Evolutionary Path Length
(EPL) and represents the number of solution states between initialization and convergence for each objective’s extreme solution. As this
creates a distance in the solution space, we can extend the Exploratory
Landscape Analysis measure FDC to become EPLC. The FDC value was
designed to give an indication of problem difficulty but is not reliable
in all cases. We can however observe the trends as the number of decision variables increases in the examined benchmarks.

EPLC values highlight some of the trends observed in the EPL distributions, such as similar difficulty of objectives in DTLZ1, however there
are limitations to the insights it can give. We extend the methodology
to an enumerable ρMNK landscape where the objective correlation and
epistatic interactions are controllable. However, we note minimal differences in EPL and some objective difficulty imbalances for positive

Results

Conclusions

We examined path length measurement distributions for the DTLZ,
ZDT and WFG benchmark suites and note the difference in median EPL
measurements for different extreme solutions in each objectives on
some of the problems. Also illustrated is the impact that increasing the
number of decision variables has on the EPL—in some cases such as
WFG1, when using NSGA-II increasing the number of decision varia-

difference in convergence speed to the extreme solutions in each objective in the Evolutionary Path Length measurement. EPL correlation
summarises some of the observed differences in EPL distribution values. Application to ρMNK landscapes provides limited insights and
further investigation is required to inform on algorithm and operator
selection based on objective difficulty imbalance.

We have successfully quantified the observable

